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Co-Directors’ Letter, Fall 2016
Many of you are aware that the tag line for our organization, which appears on every web page, our letterhead, and
many other documents is “Honoring Tradition, Inspiring Innovation.” We are very pleased that Rachel Hine selected
the theme and solicited the articles for this issue, “Tapestry New Wave, Old is New.” Tapestry will always have a
strong connection to the past and we cherish the long and honored history of our chosen technique. While we know
and respect our past, we look forward to the new ideas that will keep tapestry alive and vibrant. Selecting how to work
is always a personal choice and ATA’s membership embraces a wide array of styles that range from traditional to experimental. We welcome this issue as a jumping off point for conversations about tapestry in the 21st century. Share
your thoughts on ATA-Talk, our email list.
Thanks to all of you who voted in the 2016 ATA Board of Directors election. We are so grateful to retiring Board
members, Mary Zicafoose and Rosalee Skrenes, for their eight years of board service. We will miss their guidance
and expertise. We also welcome three new Board members: Susan Iverson, Regina Dale and Dorothy Clews. Each
bring unique experiences and talents that are vital to keeping our organization strong. We thank them for agreeing to
take on jobs that are essential to ATA.
This summer the Board met for our planning and program review. We accomplished a great deal, including drafting
the 2016–2020 Five Year Plan. Many great ideas and proposals came to us from the Think Tanks and Member Survey, more than we are able to address at this time. While many hard choices were made, we feel the new Five Year
Plan includes a healthy combination of improvements to existing programs and new initiatives. At the end of the meeting the entire Board was enthusiastic about ATA’s future and very excited about both new and existing programing.
Read the plan here: http://americantapestryalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/ATA-2016-2020-Five-Year-Plan.
pdf
ATB 11 opened this summer at the South Bend Museum of Art, where it will hang until September 25. It then moves
to the Mulvane Art Museum, opening November 1. We hope that many of you will be able to see this exceptional exhibition in person. Tapestry Unlimited: 11th international, unjuried small format tapestry exhibition was
enjoyed by hundreds of people this summer at Convergence. Catalogs for both ATB 11 and Tapestry Unlimited can
be purchased online: http://americantapestryalliance.org/catalogs/. And don’t forget, entries for our juried small format
exhibit, STI 5, will be accepted until October 31: http://americantapestryalliance.org/exhibitions/small-tapesty-international/small-tapestry-international-5-crossroads/
Lastly, ATA will again be represented at SOFA Chicago with an educational booth in the Partner Pavilion, November
3–6. SOFA draws galleries, collectors and curators in a unique setting at the Navy Pier in Chicago. If you are in the
area, we would love to have some help staffing the booth for short periods of time. It is a great way to meet the public,
and talk about tapestry. Please contact us if you can help: board@americantapestryalliance.org
Susan & Michael.

Susan Iverson		

Michael Rohde
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Surface Design
Association

Innovation in Fiber, Art, & Design

Join for the Journal...
stay for the community
www.surfacedesign.org
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Advertise with ATA
Do you teach classes? Offer yarn dyeing services?
Sell weaving supplies or equipment?
ATA is now offering advertising space in both Tapestry Topics and in the
Membership Directory. Ads are good for one year and can be updated quarterly.
Discounts are offered for members and for advertisers who take out ads in
both publications.

Read more about our ads here. Submit your ad online here.

For more information email us!
i nfo@am ericantap estr yallian ce.o rg
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FOR SALE
Ashford Extra Wide Tapestry Loom/$300
• Weaving space 29 in x 40 in.
• Quick, easy warping with revolving frame
& tension adjustment
• Adjustable height & weaving angle
• Very strong, Silver Beech hardwood construction
• Second shed is made with leash rod & string heddles
• Needs small repair on one of two tension rods,
great condition otherwise
• Contact Leslie Mitchell, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
grlz.rock@verizon.net

Glimakra USA

ALL your weaving needs
A long tradition of quality
-- Looms -- Accessories
-- Swedish yarn
www.glimakraUSA.com
orders@glimakrausa.com
1-541-246-8679
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Theme Co-ordinator’s Introduction:
Tapestry New Wave, Old is New
by Rachel Hine
I was surprised and excited when I was asked if I’d be interested in being the
theme coordinator for this ATA newsletter. Surprised because I didn’t know
anyone was noticing what I was doing.Excited because, generally speaking,
I’m excited about weaving tapestry, and sharing with you the amazing talent
and enthusiasm that is currently happening outside of the established
tapestry weaving community.
When Mary approached me, she mentioned that it would be good to get a
younger perspective on tapestry at the moment...I was shocked. I’m in my
mid-forties, and definitely do not think of myself as a young weaver. To me,
a young weaver is someone who has come to tapestry without the baggage
of learning tapestry in the early Nineties, like I did, in a hostile fine art department (the painters certainly didn’t want us there). To me, a young weaver is
someone who has happily stumbled across an Instagram account, a
YouTube tutorial, and has been inspired to learn more. Of course that’s not
the only way young people come to tapestry weaving. In this issue, you will
meet some artists like this, and others who have maintained an exciting and
fresh approach, with skills steeped in traditional, academic practice. While
searching for artists, I didn’t discriminate about their background (or their
age). It’s all about the expression of the work, and the vigorous nature
of making.
With the exploration of tapestry, textiles, and weaving, many newcomers
discover the book, Beyond Craft: The Art Fabric, (Mildred Constantine and
Jack Lenor Larsen, 1973). An imposing book, standing alone in the folio
section of many university libraries, it’s hard to miss. It was a go-to while I
was studying at Monash University. I must admit, it was a guilty pleasure.
The love/hate relationship I had with the, quite frankly, grotesque, gargantuan
creations featured in the book confused and repulsed me, and now inspire
me. For those unfamiliar with Beyond Craft, it is a survey of tapestry of the
late Sixties and Seventies, featuring such icons as Magdalena Abakanowicz,
Olga de Amaral, Sheila Hicks, and many master weavers, who continue to
produce work and influence. In 1995, the aesthetics contained within Beyond
Craft were just too divergent to fit into my contemporary thinking at the time. I
would never have thought that 20 years later I would search out and have this
book as my own.

Rachel Hine has a Masters of Fine Art,
from Monash University, and worked
at the Australian Tapestry Workshop
from 2000 - 2006. She has participated in solo and group exhibitions
in Australia, the United Kingdom and
the United States. Rachel works from
her studio in Geelong most days, and
is currently updating her book on tapestry techniques, called Tapestry for
Beginners, a practical guide for basic
tapestry weaving, using the high warp
method. Rachel is looking forward to
having a solo exhibition as soon as she
has enough work.

As it turns out, I’m not the only one. Not all the artists you will meet in this
issue have a connection to Beyond Craft, but I know for sure that part of the
renewed interest for textiles is because of the bold artistic statements
contained within it.
I think, as is often the way, there is a natural cycle to all things. Aesthetics get
reimagined and “rebooted,” and fresh eyes see what was always there in a
new way. This is the way of the new-wave.
W W W. A M ERI C ANTAPESTRYALLIAN CE.O RG
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Profile: Alicia Scardetta
In 2010 and 2011 I attended two exhibitions that

introduced me to fiber as an art form and changed
the way I make my own work. First, at the Bauhaus:
A Workshop in Modernity at MoMA, on a freezing
mid-winter Saturday, I stood before Gunta Stolzl’s “5
Chöre” jacquard wall hanging. I was immediately
enamored by the design, color interaction, and material.
The second occasion was when I visited Sheila Hicks:
50 Years at Philadelphia’s ICA in the summer of 2011.
Surrounded by a lifetime of innovative and influential work
created with fiber and made by a woman, I felt
empowered and wanted to work with materials that would
align me with the female artists I most admired.
At the time I first attended these exhibitions, I was
preparing my BFA drawing thesis at Pratt Institute in
Brooklyn, New York, and found myself longing to take the
line off the paper and into a physical, tactile structure. I
was drawn to fiber and thread because it felt like the most
intuitive way to interpret a line. I sought out
opportunities outside of my undergraduate coursework
to discover fiber. Interning at Dieu Donne Papermill, I
learned how to process flax fiber and cotton pulp into a
finished cold-pressed sheet of handmade paper. Then,
through an internship at the Textile Arts Center, I learned
how to operate a treadle loom and weave tapestry.

Alicia Scardetta, “Friends Forever,” 50 in x
18 in, n/a epi, 2015, photo: Will Ellis. Wool and
cotton wrapped on cotton rope.

I first picked up Beyond Craft: The Art Fabric while taking
a tapestry workshop at Penland School of Crafts last
summer. The weaving studio at Penland looks out on
the idyllic landscape of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Inside
the studio, facing the view, is a small library packed with
fiber and textile books. Among them is Beyond Craft.
The sheer size and weight of Beyond Craft forces you to
sit down with it and spend some time—it’s an amazing
object on its own. There isn’t another book with so many
artists and information as Beyond Craft; it truly acts as
a bible for mid-century fiber art. My favorite parts of the
book are the two-page detailed shots. It feels as if you
are alone with the work. Of these spreads, detail shots
of Magdalena Abakanowicz’s knotted sisal structures
resonated with me the most. The tactility of her work is
overwhelming and exciting and that physicality is
captured in the two-page bleed image.
My work consists of two parts: line drawings that depict
imagined and impossible textiles, and woven tapestries
that investigate the physical parameters of weaving. The
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Alicia Scardetta, “Forever,” 20 in x 18 in, 8
epi, 2015, photo: Will Ellis. Wool, cotton, cotton
rope.
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Alicia Scardetta, “Void Veil,” 15 in x 15 in, 2014.
Pen and Ink on paper.

Alicia Scardetta, “Looped,” 2015, 23 in x 20 in,
2015. Pen and Ink on paper.

act of drawing mirrors the process of weaving. Each is a
structure built line by line, row by row through a repetitive
and time consuming process.
Drawing on the ancient system of weaving in its most basic
form, I am interested in manipulating its variables to
determine what can be produced when the warp and weft
are challenged. Using vibrant colors, woven appendages,
and negative space, each piece achieves a playful
quality within the historical context of weaving and
tapestry. The drawings are formed through the build-up
of dense mark-making and ominous shapes. Unlike the
physical tapestries, the
drawings do not adhere to
the structural parameters
of weaving, though the
mark-making is inspired by
the patterns found in fabric.
The drawn shroud-like
forms are free to fail and
live in impossibilities.

Alicia Scardetta, “Melted,” 21 in x 12 in, 8
epi, 2014, photo: Will Ellis. Wool, cotton, misc
fibers.

Alicia Scardetta received her BFA in Fine Arts from Pratt
Institute. Her work has been featured in The Wall Street
Journal, Uppercase Magazine, Design Sponge, and in the
forthcoming issue of American Craft. Originally from San Antonio, Texas she now lives and works in Brooklyn, New York.
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Profile: Charlotte Haywood
My love of textiles has spurred long sojourns traveling in search of
colour and textile techniques—grass-root journeys, ensconced in
village and family lives, looking at textile and culture. I was seeking
the many flavors of the visual and tactile. The stories and
significance entrenched within textiles: the symbolism and history.
My practice has a multi-disciplinary approach that centres upon
multi-layered explorations of incongruous tensions between nature
and culture, between pop and the primordial. I look to push the
experimental interdisciplinary fields of textiles, video, architecture,
language and community. I search for the nuances of culture,
language, body, architecture and history in a process of
de-colonising the self. I seek connections between the traditional
and the modern and explore cross-cultural pollination.
During residencies in India, Peru, and Thailand, I focused on traditional and cross-cultural textile and customary practices. I have
also been involved in collaborative projects in Vanuatu and
Indonesia as well as working extensively in costume for television
and film.  
My process of tapestry weaving has now moved specifically
towards the weaving of shaped pieces, as these tend to lend
themselves more towards sculptural and architectural works.
Rudimentary metal looms are created specifically to produce
large-scale woven pattern pieces that can be attached to armatures
to create architectural hand woven forms.

Charlotte Haywood, “Captain Phillip’s
Acclimatisation: greyhound acacia decora,” 28 in
x 25 in, 8 epi, 2015, photo: Justin Russell. Cotton
warp, silk, urban camo, desert camo, Auscam,
shoelaces, cotton, institutional sheets, polar fleece,
lycra weft, steel rod.

The materials I choose come from culturally and socially charged
found materials that bear witness to power frameworks, histories,
and cultural beliefs. These include camouflage, high-vis wear,
uniforms, life vests, clothing, institutional detritus, wool, silk, mirror
and recycled paraphernalia. These materials are hand cut or ripped
to create the “yarn” for weaving. Audiences are engaged through
the symbolic weaving, unweaving, and reweaving of shared
histories and stories.
The ideas underlying my tapestry techniques are that textiles exist
at all economic and political levels, and are traditionally associated
with women. The act of a textile practice envelops gender politics,
and future versus past techniques. It questions the hierarchy of
craft verse art.
Through the centuries, textiles have transcended the physical and
allowed entry into the spiritual world, encoded with symbols,
narratives, and techniques. Within the digital age we have left the
times of potent ruminations on the horizon and the impact of the
cosmos, and of outwardly physical and tactile explorations. We
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Charlotte Haywood, “Antipodes,” 30 in x 25 in, 8
epi, 2015, photo: Justin Russell. Cotton warp, shoe
laces, silk, cotton, lycra, polar fleece weft, steel rod.
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heavily rely on digital manifestations, representations, and
interpretations, which sometimes leaves little room for incidental or
unexplained phenomena
Textiles reflect an ancient past within a time-poor present, negotiating
the contemporary economy of attention and time, whereby the static
is traded for the fleeting. Weaving creates a cultural currency whereby
a portal of extended time and attention is given to the artist/maker.
With one foot in the present and one in the past, I look to the future for
narratives, intersections, and evolutions, holding symbol and
language as crux. I integrate pick and pixel as language and cultural
currency for the tactile and the digital, incongruous notions that
conjure the sheath of time allowing for temporal conversion.

Charlotte Haywood, “Crowned Cockatrose,”
55 in x 36 in, 8 epi, 2015, photo: Justin Russell.
Cotton warp, army issued wool blankets, silk,
urban camo, desert camo, Auscam, shoelaces,
cotton, institutional sheets, polar fleece, lycra
weft, steel rod.

Textiles are evolving to be smart and continuing their use as
multifunctional sheaths and cultural materials. Yet it is relevant to
question the role of textiles as narrative in the digital age. We question
why, how, and where they are made, and put in place the primordial
tactile tie to the future.

Charlotte Haywood + Edward Horne, “New Nomadic Living,”
11.5 ft x 8.2 ft x 13.1 ft, 2008, photo: Charlotte Haywood.
Canvas, felt, PVC, rope, eyelets, aluminium, steel, timber, steel
CHS, hills hoist mechanism.

Charlotte Haywood, “Pastoral Invasion,” 10 in
diameter, 22 epi, 2015, photo: Justin Russell.
Cotton warp, linen, cotton, pink forestry tape,
institutional sheets, desert camo, silk weft, mirror.

Charlotte Haywood is an inter-disciplinary artist. She lives in Bundjalung
Country, Northern NSW, Australia, and
respectfully acknowledges the Bundjalung
nation, traditional owners of the land on
which she lives and works.
www.charlottehaywood.com.au
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Profile:
Renate von Löwis of Menar
Renate von Löwis of Menar´s tapestries refer to traditional
knotting techniques, which are freshly interpreted by her. She
uses the 2000 year old knot, called Ghiordes, combining flatly
woven with knotted surfaces, thus finding her own imagery.
Renate has been weaving since the early 1980s, beginning her
weaving education at the studio of Akin-Schäper, Walburga,
Germany. She moved on to freelance work, creating bespoke
domestic textile items like rugs and blankets, intended for daily
use.
Renate has been working as a tour manager for international
music acts, touring Europe and the US since 1989. Recently
she returned to weaving and only works as a tour manager
part time, mainly within Germany. Even so, she manages to
create a prolific amount of woven wall hangings, and had a
vibrant solo exhibition in Brussels at LesbroussART Gallery
early in 2016.

Renate von Löwis of Menar, “Doughnuts,” 80 cm x
120 cm, photo: R. von Löwis of Menar.

Around the same time, she also investigated the world of rug
production, visiting Domotex in Hanover. It was there that she
secured a manufacturer who will be making a whole collection
of rugs and cushions from her unique designs. It will be called
RVLOMdesign for Anisa Home.
Her work is a process combining careful planning and a lot
of spontaneous mark making. The carefully trimmed domes
remind us of pompoms, furry caterpillars, bumblebees, and
of course the most luscious velvets. The swirling patterning is
hypnotic. Renate is a rare talent, and her dazzling weavings
are a feast for the eye.
A short film by Manuel Liebeskind, available on YouTube, is
filled with close shots of Renate’s work.  In it she mentions her
intuitive working style. “Some of the pieces I made don’t have
any draft at all, it develops from row to row, it’s like a scan, you
can’t know in advance, it just emerges on its own, I can’t
explain it.”  She also describes the first piece using her
signature knotted tufts on plain weave. “The very first piece
that I knotted, I still have it here, that’s this neon yellow rug
with neon pink in the background. That’s when I had this clear
vision, that somehow I didn’t find flat weaving cool or sexy.”

Renate von Löwis of Menar, “Red Cells,” 50 cm x 80
cm, photo: R. von Löwis of Menar

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abJIQ6-JrkA
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Renate von Löwis of Menar, “Candy 2,” 30 cm x
50 cm, 2016, photo: R. von Löwis of Menar. Wool.

Studio view. 2016, photo: R. von Löwis of Menar.

Renate von Löwis of Menar lives and
works in St. Pauli, the heart of Hamburg
Germany. “The neighbourhood here is very
inspiring, I am living in a small village that is
placed in the center of a big city.” Renate is
preparing for a show in fall 2016, showing
the series, The Miniature Collection.
Renate von Löwis of Menar, “Dark Cells”, 50 cm x
50 cm, 2016, photo: R. von Löwis of Menar. Wool.

http://dre-berlin.de/renatacioccolata/
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ROVE
by Megan Bogden Shimek and Jessa Carter
The process of producing ROVE, an exhibit at the Glass
Box Gallery in Seattle, Washington, in August of 2015,
was a personal journey.
The exhibit curator, Jessa Carter, contacted me in
December 2014 and asked if I would be interested in
having a solo show at LoveCityLove in Seattle. I was very
interested and we started to talk. Initially we planned to
have a collection of wall hangings from my current work.
A couple of weeks later I told her about how I had left my
husband and I was trying to arrange childcare so I would
be able to go to Seattle. She knew about the loss of my
father and asked if I would like to have a larger show and
explore the depths of what I was going through. She then
reached out to Glassbox Gallery and we started working
on an exhibit in both venues.
This larger show allowed me to work through a lot of
what was happening with me emotionally. I was able to
channel the loss I was feeling through creating work,
something that helps me greatly when I am depressed
or hurt. Each piece represented different feelings, and
most of the pieces were created when I was probably
in the worst part of everything. It was when the reality
really hit me—I had lost my Dad and my husband and I
was really a single mom. How on earth was I ever going
to make a living and be a parent and just be alive? It all
sounds dramatic, but it felt like everything was happening
at once. Working on ROVE helped to sort through all the
feelings and allow myself to heal and feel everything fully.
I met incredible people, and a few have become super
close friends. I formed a connection with them that I will
feel forever. When I went up to Seattle to install the show
it was beyond amazing. The day I got there I had to pick
up the loom cocoon and assemble it and start weaving. It
felt crazy, with three of us working together to assemble
it. Then I had to warp and weave it all before we suspended it from the ceiling.  LoveCityLove is a nonprofit
gallery and they move around as their space is donated
to them. They had only moved to a new location a week
or so beforehand, so everyone was working hard to get
it ready. It was around 90 degrees outside, there was no
air conditioning, and the windows didn’t open. They were
all painting the floors and walls, the boys stripped down
to their underwear. But, it was a magical experience to

14

Meghan Bogden Shimek, “Bound,” 32” x 80”, 4 epi, 2015,
photo: Jessa Carter. Cotton warp, wool weft.

all be there together, to all be in it and working towards
something.
The curator of ROVE, Jessica Carter, included the
following description and quote on her website. (http://
www.jessicacartercreative.com/#/rove/) Jessica also
posted a video of the installation, at: https://vimeo.
com/135215563.
Rove: a journey, especially one with no specific destination; an act of wandering.
Roving: a continuous strand of loosely twisted and
drawn fibers, such as wool, flax, silk, or cotton, ready to
be spun.
Rove is the artist’s process of creation after loss. Rove
is part static and part kinetic. The static is a series of
woven works fueled by raw, emotional, and honest
states of discovery through pattern. The fiber roving in
these works tethers artist Meghan Shimek to her life’s
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Meghan Bogden Shimek, “Separation,” 100 in x 70 in, 4 epi, 2015, photo: Jessa Carter. Cotton warp, wool weft.

earthly journey after the recent death of her father and
the deterioration of her marriage. Abrupt endings,
security as an illusion, healing by repetition,
interconnectedness, and the dangers of a comfort zone
are explored through material, sound and movement.
Through the physical act of Rove performance artist
Babette DeLafayette will practice moving meditation
with objects in the space and the pieces themselves to
create a durational expression weaving together
memorized emotional patterns, bodily borders, and
subconscious activation.
“The physical world is diaphanous. It’s like music. When
you play music, it simply disappears, there’s nothing
left. And for that very reason it is one of the highest and
most spiritual of the arts. So in a way you might say that
transiency is a mark of spirituality. The more a thing
tends to be permanent the more it tends to be lifeless.
We can’t even find any stuff out of which the physical

world is made. We recognize each other. I see you now
and I recognize that I’ve seen you before, but what I’m
really seeing is consistent pattern. Let’s suppose I have
a rope and this rope begins by being manila rope and
then it goes on by being cotton rope, then it goes on
with being nylon, then it goes on with being silk. So I tie
a knot in the rope and I move the knot down along the
rope. Is it as it moves along the same knot or a different
knot? There’s nothing in the physical world that is what
you might call substantial. It’s pattern and this is why it’s
spiritual. To be non-spiritual is to impose upon the world
the idea of thingness, of substantiality. That is to be
involved in matter, to identify with the body. To believe
that the body is something constant and tangible. The
body is actually intangible. You cannot pin it down. It’s
all falling apart. It’s aging and getting older, therefore if
you cling to the body you will be frustrated. The material
world, the world of nature, is marvelous so long as you
don’t try to lean on it. So long as and you don’t cling to
it.” - Alan Watts, The Veil of Thoughts
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Meghan Bogden Shimek,
“Suspension,” 180 in x 6 in,
2015, photo: Jessa Carter.
Wool, copper and steel.

Meghan Bogden Shime,
Studio view with “Cocoon”
in progress, 2015,
photo: Jessa Carter.

Meghan Bogden Shimek,
“Cocoon,” 75 in x 54 in, 8 epi,
2015, photo: Jessa Carter.
Cotton warp, wool weft.

Meghan Bogden Shimek, “Wave,” 54 in x 240 in, 1 epi, 2015,
photo: Jessa Carter. Wool warp, wool and copper weft.
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Diversions and Feedback Loops: Tapestry, Installation and Video
by John Brooks
I came to tapestry by accident. I took a break after my
first and eventually only year of studying fashion and
began a studio textiles course that I’d learned about by
chance. My intention was to make printed fabrics, but
during a foundation year I studied tapestry for a
semester, and later cloth weaving. Originally I was
daunted at the idea of something so time consuming, but
after becoming familiar with the tools and the ritualistic
aspect of winding warps and separating threads, I was
drawn to the process. Learning to incorporate texture into
the surface of the fabric was a welcome diversion and I
majored in weave.
When I graduated, a fashion degree made a lot less
sense and I enrolled in a fine arts degree instead,
intending to explore the feedback between dobby
weaving and drawing that I’d been working with. In my
first few weeks, I scoured the library for whatever textile
books I could find, and that’s where I found Beyond Craft:
The Art Fabric. There were artists familiar to me from my
textiles studies, like Sheila Hicks and Lenore Tawney,
and also some artists and works I’d never encountered
before: the sculptural forms of Magdalena Abakanowicz,
the collaborative textile reliefs of Ritzi and Peter Jacobi,
and the textured forms of Tadek Beutlich. This discovery
derailed my research plans and I returned to tapestry,
exploring its potential sculpturally rather than pictorially.

John Brooks, “Transgenesis,” 80 in x 95 in, 8 epi,
2014, photo: John Brooks. Cotton warp, cotton weft,
wool pile, single channel video projection.

Expanding my weaving practice by creating shaped
woven forms and three-dimensional objects, the next
logical step was moving the forms into photography and
installation. Woven, amorphous blob sculptures were
arranged to create tactile spaces and then began to take
on a new materiality when photographed. The implied
movement created by the texture of these objects led me
to experiment with animation, creating stop motions of
both the woven forms and the weaving process.
Eventually I began to extend on display methods for
weaving and video and began to merge the two even
further. I experimented with various special effects,
layering videos over each other to use weaving to build
up one moving image, or completely conceal another.
I began weaving more elaborate tapestries on a larger
scale to incorporate into the videos as backdrops,
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John Brooks, “Our Chart”
(detail 1), 26 in x 16 in, 6 epi,
2013, photo: John Brooks.
Cotton warp, cotton, rayon
and Lurex weft, wool pile,
latex and foam, digital screen.
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John Brooks, “Our Chart”
(detail 2), 24 in x 17 in,
8 epi, 2013, photo: John
Brooks. Cotton warp,
cotton and Lurex weft,
cotton, latex and foam pile,
digital screen.
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costumes and props. This naturally developed alongside
physically merging video with weaving, and I began to
embed screens into the holes I’d started shaping into my
tapestries. I also wove large-scale tapestries to project
moving images onto, creating immersive installations.

John Brooks, “Ways of Worldmaking,” dimensions
variable, 6 epi, 2014, John Brooks. Cotton warp, cotton,
Lurex and misc. synthetic weft. Video still.

My textile video sculptures often draw from textile history,
drawing connections between the evolution of both
ceramics and tapestry weaving from basket weaving, and
the further development from the jacquard loom, which led
to the invention of the computer. These ideas are
abstracted and layered into the videos using backdrops and
effects to give an otherworldly aesthetic. Using the idea of
intersecting alternate realities as a way of discussing
conflicting historical perspectives, the history of textiles in
both industry and contemporary art is projected into the
future while referencing the past.
Recent work, while continuing to merge tapestry with video,
has incorporated drawing as part of the process. Working
between paper and the loom to develop imagery, stacked
rock-like forms encountered during a residency at the
Icelandic Textile Centre have informed a series of smaller
works. This body of work paid homage to Sheila Hicks, an
instrumental artist in the development of textile art. After
learning to weave, she began to work on a miniature scale,
considering this work her notebook. Echoing this idea, the
forms and experiences of the residency fed into the small
tapestries and woven rock stacks which were exhibited at
Mailbox Art Space in Melbourne.

John Brooks, “Eguine In(ter)vention,” 90 in x 79 in, 6
epi, 2015, photo: John Brooks. Cotton warp, wool weft,
cotton pile, single channel video projection.

These smaller works led to a current experiment with scale,
blowing up the size of the work so that it can be navigated in
a larger space. Continuing the feedback loop of processes
that I like to work with, the sculptures will be used as the
basis for a series of drawings. The drawings are to be the
basis for small tapestries, which I will be weaving during an
upcoming residency at the Australian Tapestry Workshop.
Revisiting pictorial tapestry feels like my practice has come
full circle, and I’m curious to see how this will extend the
work even further: weaving based on drawings of
tapestry sculpture.

John Brooks works out of a studio in Melbourne, Australia with various floor, table,
tapestry, and makeshift looms, various soft sculptural materials, and rudimentary
video editing software. He is about to undertake a residency at the Australian
Tapestry Workshop to further develop work produced while in residence at the
Icelandic Textile Centre.
John Brooks in studio,
photo: Monica Ramirez.
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The Catskill Kiwi
by Toni Brogan
My introduction to the fiber arts came early,
though I didn’t know it as such at the time. It
was just something we all did in my household
growing up in Auckland, New Zealand. There
was constant “making” happening, whether it be
knitting, crocheting, sewing, or macramé. We
were the kids with the handmade clothes, usually
hand-dyed and with embellishments of some sort.
So the background was there, lurking as a latent
memory until more recent years, when I found
myself drawn to fiber pieces online and in flea
markets—especially certain beautifully beefy wall
hangings of the seventies and earlier. The huge
scale of them, the giant knots and sometimes
whole hanks of yarns worked in between the
threads. What was this process?
I searched and searched and started collecting a few
pieces, mostly made of jute and other rope-y fibers
(which also kicked off my gigantic rope obsession
which is in full force today). At this stage, I still did not
understand the process or even connect the pieces to
“weaving” per se, I just craved an understanding of how
to make these things. Finally the penny dropped… it’s
woven, woven on a loom, and this is what I want to do.

The Catskill Kiwi, “Knots & Tufts #2,” 30 in x 38 in, 2016,
photo: Toni Brogan. Cotton, braided rope, wool, linen, silk
and string.

Once I figured out the object of my fiber obsession, I
concentrated on learning as much about the process
as possible. An art teacher friend got me started with a
makeshift cardboard loom. Online, I found a wealth of
vintage books which led to the discovery of Beyond
Craft: The Art Fabric, and that’s when I really fell in
love…hard.
The gigantic scale that these artists of the time period
worked in, their attention to texture, their love of the fiber
itself—these are what speak to me today. In response,
my work has been getting bigger and chunkier and
textured as I learn. Even when I started out on the simple
cardboard loom, I was never that interested in executing
basic or plain tabby weave; I wanted texture and was
focused on achieving it. Over the past couple of years
I have taken a few small tapestry classes and attended
Penland School of Art and Craft in North Carolina, but
mostly it’s been me and some books, lots of trial and
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The Catskill Kiwi, “Circles,” 22 in x 28 in, 2014, photo:
Yunhee Kim. Vintage yarn, bamboo, silk, wool, roving, cotton,
string, mohair and Japanese cord.
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error, and some lovely internet people who haven’t
minded being peppered with questions on the whys and
hows of fiber and its sometimes-fussy behavior.
I am hugely drawn to natural fibers, neutral colors, and
a monochromatic palette overall. There’s almost always
rope of some description worked in somewhere. My
inspirations from Beyond Craft are Magdalena
Abakanowicz, Tadek Beutlich and Herman Scholten,
especially for the three-dimensional elements they bring
to the woven craft and the immense scale of their works.

The Catskill Kiwi, “ROPE #1,” 28 in x 42 in, 2016, photo:
Toni Brogan. 3ply cotton rope, K1S1 yarn, merino roving,
braided cotton rope, macramé cord, handmade linen rope,
wool, mohair.
The Catskill Kiwi, “Blue Skies,” 24 in x 28 in, 2015,
photo: Toni Brogan. Midnight roving, spanish cotton
cord, cotton rope, hand dyed indigo rug yarn, felted balls
and vintage denim handmade rope.

Toni Brogan is an expat New Zealander currently splitting her time between NYC
and Upstate New York in the beautiful Catskill Mountains, where, if she isn’t poltering
around in the garden with her husband, she is weaving something (as large as
possible!) outside. She is currently working on a 36-piece commission of knitted and
woven rope wall hangings for a local hotel.
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Inspired by the Unlikely
by Rachel Hine
My approach to tapestry weaving has taken many
different turns over the last twenty years. I learnt to
weave during a time when tapestry kind of wanted to be
painting. The surface was very smooth.
At art school, it was a natural progression to draw and
paint to develop ideas—create a body of work, and then
weave a tapestry. Often, I was striving to replicate the
drawn line or the way the paint sat on the paper. This
mode of weaving was amplified in 2000, when I was
invited to weave and undertake a traineeship at the
Australian Tapestry Workshop. It was there that I really
learnt the “nuts and bolts” of weaving tapestry. With
thousands of combinations of colours available, and
endless nuances of blending, it was overwhelming and
extremely technical. Colour theory was taken to new
levels. I felt privileged to be surrounded with so many
master weavers and to learn their subtle tricks and skills.
However, being a production tapestry weaver is not an
easy job. I often felt as though there was only one way to
interpret the artworks, and I felt frustrated that I was using
up all my physical strength weaving other artists’ work.
In 2006 I left the Australian Tapestry Workshop to have
my first child, and then a second child in 2009. During
this time I barely wove anything. I actually didn’t think I
wanted to be a tapestry weaver anymore. My incentive
to weave again came when the Kate Derum Award for
Small Tapestries exhibition was announced. I was taught
by Kate, and I felt a great loss when she passed away.
I really began weaving as a tribute to her. I wanted to
make a very confrontational and un-tapestry-like work,
because she liked that kind of thing. I wove “Rumble.” It’s
looking for the most unlikely thing I can weave that keeps
me inspired. I still start all my tapestries with drawings
and paintings. Some drawings seem incomplete in
comparison to the tapestries; often I work outside of the
right angles found in the regular picture plane.

Rachel Hine, “Sneer,” 28.5 cm x 15 cm, 2013,
photo: Rachel Hine. Woven tapestry, cotton, silk,
wool. Private Collection.

When I came back to tapestry after the break, which was
about six years, I felt as though I had to revisit all my old
references and books. It was quite coincidental that my
local second-hand bookshop had the same book I would
flip through at university (it belonged to Kate Derum),
Grau Garriga, by Arnau Puig. The other was Beyond
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Rachel Hine, “Like a Bird 2,” 85.5 cm x 65 cm, 2016,
photo: Rachel Hine. Woven Tapestry, wool, sequins, metallic
yarn, cotton, hemp, linen, battery powered lights.

Rachel Hine, “Wild Ride,” 28.5 cm x 21 cm, 2015,
photo: Rachel Hine, Woven Tapestry, cotton, wool, silk, metal
and hand made pailettes.

Craft: The Art Fabric by Mildred Constantine and Jack
Lenor Larsen. It was these two books that allowed me
the freedom to break out of all the surface constraints
that had held me back in the past. While looking over my
shoulder and noticing that maybe this would not seem so
out of place these days, I have just kept going, trying to
be free of the concerns of “taste” and “fashion.”

hour away from a source of tapestry wool I like to weave
with, and even though it is beautifully consistent,
sometimes I want something with a lot more character,
and I want it as soon as possible. Financially it makes a
lot of sense as well. It also ties back into the headspace
of Grau Garriga and Beyond Craft. Strong robust
materials woven into tapestries look great, there’s
something un-fussy about the look that I adore.

I weave for myself, and as a rule, I weave without
deadlines. I follow my instinct with what and how I weave
tapestry. Sometimes I feel as though I jump from one
subject and style to another, but over time I can see that
there are commonalities that tie everything together.
I also try to make and dye as much wool as I can for each
project. Spinning wool was a craft I learnt as a child, and
I didn’t take it up again until fairly recently. I live about an
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Something that is important to me is a sense of narrative.
Almost all my tapestries have a sense of the figurative.
For me, it’s a fundamental element of tapestry. Because
I draw, a lot, and my main focus is the human form, I
like to include faces, expression, and mood in my works.
Animals are also are a nod to tapestries of the past, and
whenever I can, I enjoy the connection of weaving
something like a rabbit or a bird.
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Rachel Hine, “Rumble,” 13 cm x 19.5 cm x 1 cm, 2013, photo: Rachel Hine. Sewing cotton warp, cotton,
polyester weft. Finalist, Kate Derum Award 2013.

Rachel Hine has a Masters of Fine Art, from Monash University, and worked
at the Australian Tapestry Workshop from 2000–2006. She has participated
in solo and group exhibitions in Australia, the United Kingdom and the United
States. Rachel works from her studio in Geelong most days, and is currently
updating her book on tapestry techniques, called Tapestry for Beginners, a
practical guide for basic tapestry weaving, using the high warp method. Rachel is looking forward to having a solo exhibition as soon as she has enough
work.
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Profile: Lyndall Watson
The act of making–how the process directly informs the outcome–
has been a continual focus in my work. There is a pervasive human
element to things made by hand. The tangible quality of the
hand-made–it powerfully invites people to touch it–alludes to the fact
we can somewhat imagine how such an item was created.
I studied weave at a tertiary level and have always been interested
in textiles. Outside of my formal education, the Internet has provided
fingertip access to an abundance of knowledge, which is connected
like never before in a global community. Yet as we leap towards
changing futures we sometimes forget to look back on even the most
recent past, allowing valuable skills and crafts to be lost. Yet
simultaneously we cannot allow traditional crafts to stagnate.
Craft, both as a process and an object, alludes to the concept of
physical memory. Physical evidence of craft techniques is captured
in the object. Generally, in viewing the craft object you can see some
remnant of how it was made. Stitched details, shaped ceramics or
knotted yarns all provide some sense of the hand behind it. Yet craft
also explores the concept of non-physical memory when analysing it
as a contemporary practice. In my practice, contemporary craft
occupies the space in-between. A new interpretation of traditional
techniques creates a link between the past and future. It can be
volatile space to occupy, but one of constant conversation between
past memory and future imaginings.

Lyndall Watson, “Who Wants to be The Broady
Mayor?” (detail), variable installation, 2015.

In this sense, I believe all craft objects act as a physical record of the
skills and knowledge that have contributed to their creation. In their
existence, they are a tangible piece of history. Tapestry as a
medium fulfills the need to record what has come before, but it needs
to remain relevant to the contemporary audience.
I am often reminded that hand weaving is an incredible
inconvenience of a craft; both time consuming and focus
demanding. Yet it will never be obsolete. The hand can manipulate
cloth and yarn in a way that machines never will. Accidents,
discoveries and imperfections are predominantly created by hand.
However, in a modern quick-fix, instant-result world, the time
consuming nature of weave has led it to being sold short in some
contemporary translations.
“That which withers in the age of mechanical reproduction is the
aura of the work of art” – Walter Benjamin, 1936
It may be presumptuous to call all hand weaving a work of art, yet
items worked by hand do carry an “aura” of the person who made
them. People leave a physical memory of themselves through the
process of making. It is a link that even the image-based worlds of
Instagram and Pinterest can make.

Lyndall Watson, “Who Wants to be The Broady
Mayor?” variable installation, 2015.

The online world’s current appetite for hand woven tapestry appears
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insatiable. Yet the resulting trend in contemporary tapestry
requires a distinction between tapestries that are woven as a
product and tapestries that are woven as artworks.
Unfortunately, art does not exist outside the realms of
capitalism. The grey area between creation and consumerism
is something that has concerned me for some time.

Lyndall Watson, “Oh It’ll Photograph Well,” 16.5 in x
14 in, 2013. Bamboo warp, jersey weft, hand dyed and
over dyed.

With my practice being so closely linked to process and
my own personal history of making, I am often conflicted
when sharing and discussing my work online. The recent
resurgence of craft, in particular tapestry, appears in some
ways to be a response to negative consumer culture. People
are seeking to slow down, to make something themselves,
to consume less. But the mantra of “we are what we buy”
begins to run through my head. In contemporary society, it
could also be said that we are what we like, what we repost
and what we pin. Social media works to document the
behaviours of a consumer society, even if it is one that is
trying to reduce its consumption.
Tapestries that are initially woven as a way of slowing down
and discovering old techniques are transformed into
desirable, consumable products. They are vapidly
documented online with magazine-like styling and language
seeking external validation. The resulting saturation of
images unravels their initial whole-hearted meaning.
“at the heart of the new consumer lies a desire for authenticity… in this quest they are prepared to put themselves to
considerable inconvenience…” – Lewis & Bridger, 2001

Lyndall Watson, “Warm, Fuzzy Feelings,” 16.5 in x
14 in, 2013. Bamboo warp, jersey, cotton, wool and
bamboo weft, hand dyed and over dyed.

Lyndall Watson, “Please, Do Not Touch” (on the
loom), 2014. Cotton warp, cotton, jersey, metallic and
wool weft.

Yet this process of documented inconvenience isn’t all bad
hat. It has introduced a wider audience to the art of tapestry
and ultimately prompted healthy-and heated-conversations
around the topic of contemporary craft. Contemporary craft
and its existence in both the physical and digital world,
creates endless fodder for my practice. I am aware that my
artworks are predominantly seen on screen or secondhand.
Despite knowing that a certain technique will photograph
beautifully or a crop of a specific section will see a surge
in “likes,” I resist the immediate urge to create works that
indulge in this aspect alone.
I work in this way, because regardless of whether an art form,
craft or medium is on trend, there
are practitioners somewhere in the
world dedicating entire lifetimes to
it. If the world opens its fickle eyes
once in a while to notice it–to the
point of somewhat insulting
consumption–we take it for what it’s
worth and get back to weaving.

Lyndall Watson considers herself a “weavling,” a grommet of the textile world. She is
researching towards a Master of Arts (Art in Public Space) and splits her time between
Geelong and Melbourne, Australia.
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Tapestry New Wave
by Rachel Hine
While we have been getting along,
weaving our tapestries in our studios
around the planet, something has been
happening. Something with the momentum like a tsunami. Weaving is a full
blown, fashionable, “on trend” pastime.
I cannot begin to know why there has
been a revival of weaving crafts and
tapestry as an “it” craft. I do know that
social media is a strong visual influence
for most young people today. There is
an authentic need for young people to
connect and make together, that I can
only think goes deep within the
psyche, recalling quilting bees and
knitting circles and other activities that
help form “community”. Afternoon-tea
style workshops are happening in cities,
towns and communities all over the
globe, all the time. This is surprising to
me, I never thought you could learn very
much about weaving in a few hours.
As it turns out, it doesn’t really matter if
you “learn” how to weave or not. It really
does seem to be about getting together,
or doing the “cool” thing that everybody
else is doing.

Rachel Hine, “Space Oddity,” 59.5 cm x 70 cm, 2016, photo: Rachel Hine.
Woven Tapestry, Wool, Cotton, vintage crystal chain, acrylic rod.

So, what does this mean for tapestry?
What does it mean if unskilled
weavers are teaching? Does the integrity of tapestry
become undermined? I bring this up for discussion
because I know that the rugged, rough and broad weaving
seen in Beyond Craft may appear spontaneous and “free,”
perhaps even achievable for a novice weaver, and it is this
misconception that is concerning. Most of the artists
featured in Beyond Craft have learnt the basics and
mastered them, then gone on to experiment. As far as
preserving a sense of integrity of technique, I’m not sure
if going straight to the “experimental” stage is a way of
expanding one’s skill base. Of course trying to emulate
what another more experienced artist has done has always
been a way to learn. Often that is how one informally
teaches oneself how to play a musical instrument...if you
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learn this way, it doesn’t necessarily prepare you to
play with a group or be able to read music. With this in
mind, how does the new weaver progress from a three
hour workshop? Especially when some instructors are
making up terminology, and answering technical
questions with, “that’s just how I do it.” Therefore leaving
the student not able to even effectively google search
basic techniques.
Tapestry weavers of a certain age may feel a certain
Deja vu when seeing the “new weaves.” If you search
Pinterest for “woven wall hanging”,” some of what you
will see is sophisticated interior design. You will also see
a lot of woolly, fringy weaving mounted on natural sticks.
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When searching with “tapestry weaving” you will see an
excellent array of pictorial style weaving, along with the
previously mentioned wall hangings. All this is fine, and
I think there is room for everyone. I am an advocate of
creativity and expression in all its forms. However, my
concerns lay with the fallout from weaving as a fashionable trend—because eventually it will be unfashionable.
The massive craft boom of the late Sixties and Seventies was spurred on by a need to connect with making,
to connect with one’s self, and to make a self-sufficient
statement, along with other complex influences. Anyone
who grew up during the Seventies can testify that there
was an abundance of experimental textile exploration
underway, be it a macramé owl, spinning yarn, gathering
lichen to dye the yarn, or many other folksy activities. It
was experiences like these that certainly contributed to
my early years. There were also creative activities that
children learnt at school, scouts, and holiday programs,
like weaving, embroidery, candle making, and raku. A
huge abundance of handmade objects were produced,
eventually, and some of these crafts became a pastiche.
I think this is what happens when unskilled people start
teaching the basics without an understanding of design
and historical context of the techniques they are teaching.
As a young person in the mid-Eighties, I sure didn’t want
to have much to do with making woolly rugs. I wanted to
decorate t-shirts with puffy paint, and I was waiting for
my hoverboard to arrive. In a general sense, craft was
not hot. Far from it. Still, those who had always made,
continued, and shone.
I recently read an article on the ATA website by
Christine Laffer, “Fiber Arts and Tapestry: 1960 to 1986
in the United States,” detailing the position of tapestry
through the 1980s. During that time, tapestry was by no
means lacking in innovation or talented artists, or even
tapestry workshops. However, tapestry and textiles were

having a hard time being shown in mainstream
commercial galleries. By the end of the Eighties,
courses and workshops were closing in the United
States. The reasons for the downturn of interest in
tapestry, as Christine states, are not fully understood.
Some say the huge amount of textiles produced with
inconsistent quality caused galleries and dealers to begin
to shy away from tapestry.
I would like to suggest that the afternoon workshop scene
is producing a certain sameness, and differentiating
between artists is becoming more and more difficult.
Questionable techniques, which may lead to unstable
surfaces to care for, therefore limiting the lifespan of the
work, means that these woven works are more or less
disposable, which then somewhat negates the recycled
“good vibes” feeling of using vintage yarn and being
folksy. Despairingly, similar finished artworks can be
found at Kmart, Target or Typo, for anywhere between
$12 to $55. These pieces may not have the idiosyncratic
look, but they are often more “sound” in their
construction. I find that concerning on many levels. With
all these things on the table, and so many textile items
being called “tapestry,” you really have to question—what
is the state of tapestry? Are we in the middle of a revolution? The influx of interest in the medium is exciting.
One can only hope that a good percentage of newcomers
hang in there and investigate the potential of tapestry
weaving as an expressive art form.
I have quietly aired my concerns about “what’s going on
with tapestry” for some time now. Mainly I’ve been met
with kind compliments about my own work, and told not
to worry so much. Good advice. I just can’t not worry
though. Tapestry weaving is a dignified and amazing art
form. I’m hoping that those prejudices and setbacks that
followed the last textile boom are not in the picture when
all this hype settles. In the meantime, I’ll try not to worry.

Rachel Hine has a Masters of Fine Art, from Monash University, and worked at the
Australian Tapestry Workshop from 2000–2006. She has participated in solo and
group exhibitions in Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States. Rachel
works from her studio in Geelong most days, and is currently updating her book
on tapestry techniques, called Tapestry for Beginners, a practical guide for basic
tapestry weaving, using the high warp method. Rachel is looking forward to having
a solo exhibition as soon as she has enough work.
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Living with Weaving
by Ramona Barry
It was a small gallery called Rubicon, an artist run
initiative in the heart of the city. I made a special trip
because I wanted to see an exhibition by weaver
artist John Brooks. I was co-authoring a book about
craft and we wanted to include him as an artist we
were excited about. I’d seen his work at another
group show the year before and had been intrigued
by his free-wheeling and three-dimensional approach
to weaving. It was off the walls and suspended in the
space. It glittered with metallic threads, it’s edges
undulated and curled. I was interested to see where
he would go next.
I’d heard this new work referenced colour
forecasting, a subject I still find endlessly fascinating.
How can it be predicted, what we will respond to en
masse at any given moment? The nature versus
zznurture argument of taste and trend distilled into a
suite of colours that would somehow see us
consumers and creatives through the season. How
would an artist take these cues and create something
that sang a unique song?
Pantone Emerald green 2013. This was exactly the
colour of the Emerald Kingdom.
‘Lively. Radiant. Lush… A colour of elegance and beauty that
enhances our sense of well-being, balance and harmony’
Pantone Website

John Brooks, weaving from the series Artificial Selection, (detail)
2014, photo: Ramona Barry.

constraints of the loom. This is where he excels and where
his work excites me. He makes me forget the loom. The
work becomes its own expressive shape despite the frame
that bore it.

As a craft collector I go purely on instinct. Do I love it?
Do I want to live with it? Does it hold meaning for me?
In an ideal world would I want more of this person’s
work? These questions, combined with obvious financial
constraints, are likely to pass through my head as I start
to cross that emotional line between looking at work and
feeling the need to acquire it.

Little did I know that when I was standing before this small
weaving, one of a spectrum series that went from emerald
green (2013!) to snowy white, that I was chronically ill. I
was waiting for test results that meant I would undergo
savage treatment that would render me bald, bedridden
and woebegone. The installation of the work in my home
turned out to be a marker of that brutal year. A shimmering
shaggy work that accompanied me on frightening journey
that held me captive and closed me down.

I am not a weaver, although through passionate
research and practice I am infinitely closer to
understanding the technical intricacy of the craft. I
admire its history as a narrative form and can also see
that it’s a living, breathing, evolving craft with continued
potential. I am seduced by it. I find the rhythmic
surface of tapestry endlessly fascinating. Brooks’ work
is expressive and textural and pushing against the

I placed it free floating on my bedroom wall and turned to it
many times as solace and anchor. Sometimes its
negative space acted as a window into an imaginary moss
garden. At other times it became animated, a sea creature
or spirit guide. Writing was almost impossible under the
influence of chemotherapy and this small, simple, beautiful
piece acted as a touchstone. There was always this lovely
intriguing object in my world that could remind me of who I
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was and what I was still curious about.
This is not a story about illness. It all ends
well; I’m here and that is done with. It’s to
say art weaving (for want of a better term)
can move collectors to buy and incorporate
into their own domestic setting. Even the
most idiosyncratic of work can take on the
new meanings freshly imposed by the life
experience of the collector. The work of John
Brooks continues to evolve and push against
the framework of weaving both literal and
philosophical. This one small jewel of his work
will continue to be part of my life and that of
my home and history for years to come.

John Brooks, weaving from the series “Artificial Selection,” 2014,
photo: Ramona Barry.

Ramona Barry is a writer, curator, teacher, and
maker based in Melbourne. She is the co-author
of The Craft Companion, published in 2015 by
Thames & Hudson, and manages the Art, Craft &
Cookery Pavilion of the Royal Melbourne Show.
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ATA News
Committee Chairs needed!
Do you have skills in either Fundraising or Promotions? ATA is looking for people to head these committees. If you
would like to help out, or would like to hear more about these positions, please contact Margo Macdonald, margomac53@comcast.net

2016 Board of Directors election results
Thanks to all of you who took part in the 2016 election. All nominees were elected.
The current Board of Directors are:
Dorothy Clews, Awards Committee Chair
Regina Dale, Treasurer
Patricia Dunston, Membership Committee Chair
Susan Iverson, Co-Director, Resources
Margo Macdonald, Exhibition Committee Chair
Terry Olson, Education Committee Chair
Michael Rohde, Co-Director, Member Services

ATA Social Media Links and Resources

A M ERI C A N TA P ESTRY A LLI A N CE

For additional resources visit the ATA website at www.americantapestryalliance.com
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Retiring Board members
A HUGE thank you to Mary Zicafoose and Rosalee Skrenes who each served the maximum allowed eight
years on ATA’s Board of Directors. We appreciate so very much their dedication to ATA and their willingness
to share their skills.

Mary Zicafoose,
Retired Co-Director, Resources

Rosalee Skrenes,
Retired Treasurer

As Co-Director of Resources, Mary Zicafoose oversaw half of ATA’s
committees, communicating with committee chairs and brainstorming
improvements in our programming. Mary also played a very hands on role
in both the Promotions Committee and the Fundraising Committee. Mary
represented ATA at countless textile and craft events and spearheaded our
presence at SOFA West in 2010 and SOFA Chicago in 2015. Mary was
responsible for our collaborative efforts with the Textile Society of America in
Lincoln, Nebraska, when ATB 8 was sited at the Elder Gallery at Nebraska
Wesleyan University during the 2010 TSA Symposium. She has connected
ATA with museum curators, spoken on behalf of contemporary tapestry, and,
as an experienced, talented and professional artist, created a face for ATA
from which we have all benefitted. Mary’s outgoing personality and passion
for tapestry are infectious and we are sure to continue to reap the benefits of
her work and her presence in the greater art community.

Rosalee Skrenes served as ATA’s Treasurer. When Rosalee joined the
Board eight years ago, ATA was a smaller organization with fewer programs.
During those eight years ATA adopted new programs, increased in
membership, began a modest annual appeal, sponsored raffles, received
legacy gifts and developed an Awards program. This increased growth and
complexity in programming and fincances required more sophisticated and
complex bookkeeping and a careful eye on the rules that govern nonprofits.
Rosalee’s previous experience working for a much larger nonprofit in Africa
was a gift that none of us ever anticipated receiving. For every new situation
we found ourselves in, Rosalee knew the answer, knew where to find the
answer, or was willing to do the hard work to find the answer. Under her
careful stewardship ATA embraced online payments, legacy gifts, raffles and
so much more. Rosalee worked tirelessly for ATA, tracking income and
expenses, maintaining our financial records in Quickbooks Online and
managing our investments. In addition to the ongoing tasks associated with
ATA’s finances, Rosalee researched and kept up to date on nonprofit
regulations and requirements, and filed both our state and federal taxes.
Her service to ATA was nothing short of a miracle and we are all so grateful.
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ATA’s 2016-2020 Five Year Plan
This spring ATA’s Board of Directors met to develop a new Five Year Plan. This planning meeting was preceded by
a Members’ Survey and several Think Tanks, in which members shared their thoughts and dreams about a variety
of ATA’s programs. The Board is appreciative of everyone’s input during this process, which was reviewed several
times over the last nine months. We received many excellent ideas, but are not able to implement all of them at this
time. The 2016–2020 Five Year Plan includes improvements and refinements in existing programming, new initiatives,
collaborative ventures and future planning for staff and the Board.
To read the 2016–2020 Five Year Plan,
click here. [link: http://americantapestryalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/ATA-2016-2020-Five-Year-Plan.pdf]

ATA International Student Award
Catherine Gray has been selected to receive ATA’s
2016 International Student Award. Catherine studies
Fine Art and, in her second year, completed a
practice placement at West Dean Tapestry Studio in
West Sussex, UK.
Catherine’s thoughts about her work …
“I use my work to portray ideas of passing time. I
am fascinated by the rhythmic, methodical process
of weaving and how this can be used to represent
gradual change or the moving of one state to another.
My tapestries are made in response to the landscape.
I am concerned with depicting the gradual changes
throughout the day by using variations in colour and
different blending techniques. I want the viewer to be
taken on a journey throughout the series and to
recognise the beauty and rich colour found within
our surroundings.
I began documenting the changes throughout the day
by photographing the same view at different times and
in different weathers. I was astounded by the array of
colours found within these photographs and how
gradual changes can connote different times of the
day. Dying all my yarns has allowed me to create the
exact colours found within the photos.

Catherine Gray, “Allotted Time 2,” 2016, 40 cm x 40 cm.

Through pixelating photographs, the imagery becomes very structural and mirrors the grid found within the weaving. I
feel it is important to recognise the structure of the method, with vertical warps and horizontal wefts the grid is inherent
to the process and I use this to inspire and influence the work.
The juxtaposition between the instantaneous photography and the slow paced, laborious nature of the process is also
an important factor of my work. The digital pixilation of the photos also contrasts with the traditional age-old method
of weaving.”
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Amazon Smile
AmazonSmile is a simple and automatic way for
you to support ATA, at no cost to you. When you
shop at smile.amazon.com, you’ll find the exact
same prices, selection and convenient shopping
experience as Amazon.com, with the added bonus
that Amazon will donate a portion of the purchase
price to ATA.
To shop at AmazonSmile simply go to smile.amazon.com from the web browser on your computer or mobile device.
You will be asked to choose the charity you wish to support and you can choose the American Tapestry Alliance.
You may also want to add a bookmark to smile.amazon.com to make it even easier to start your shopping
at AmazonSmile.

SOFA (Sculpture, Objects, Functional Art and Design)
ATA will participate in SOFA Chicago’s 2016 Partner Pavilion - http://www.sofaexpo.com/partners-2015. The Partner
Pavilion is an informal networking area designed to showcase publications, arts organizations, collector groups,
educational facilities and museums. With access to top galleries, artists, collectors, designers and over 30,000 art
lovers, participants of the Partner Pavilion have the unique opportunity to share and introduce their organization,
mission and projects to a diverse and engaged audience, and contribute to the overall conversation at the fair.
If you live near Chicago and can help staff our booth, please contact us: info@americantapestryalliance.org
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Remembrance
Mary Dieterich (1927–2016)
by Barbara Kiger

Sometimes you meet a person who you know immediately will become a
dear friend. And so it was with Mary Dieterich. She was an extraordinary
person, kind, gracious, intelligent, eloquent and elegant. She was a tapestry
weaver and when she traveled she always had a small frame loom warped
to weave one of her small format tapestries. She won many prizes for her
tapestries. They were botanical subjects woven with sewing sized silk
threads. The images were detailed renderings, thoughtful observations of
the natural worId. I see why now, as I read that her professional training was
in weaving, design, & scientific illustration. She had undergraduate degrees
in Zoology & English and a Masters degree in Comparative Literature
and Linguistics.
Mary was zealous about promoting weaving in Arizona and beyond. She
took an active leadership role in the Telerana guild in Mesa, the Arizona
Federation of Weavers & Spinners Guild, The Intermountain Weavers
Conference, and the Handweavers Guild of America. She organized
workshops & found show opportunities for tapestry weavers in Arizona and
served on the executive board of the American Tapestry Alliance.

Mary Dieterich, “Night Light.”

Our guild saw Mary often as a teacher, lecturer, and juror for our gallery
shows. We looked forward to her workshops on design, color and the
creative process. She was a nurturing and giving teacher, who encouraged each person to create with intention and
find their creative voice. Mary was 89 years old when she died in April.
Mary lived small, but her reach was wide. She did not have a huge studio full of equipment. Her exquisite tapestries
were created with the simplest means, a stretcher frame & silk threads. She dealt with ideas and visions for the future
of our craft. Mary never embraced the digital age. As I reread her beautiful & carefully written letters, I remember her
gentle smile and soft voice worth listening to. Her life was an inspiration to all, a reminder to embrace activities that
you are passionate about and volunteer to support groups that you believe in.

Carolyn Price Dyer
by Mary Lane

Carolyn Price Dyer passed away in May of 2016. Carolyn graduated with a
BA in Fine Arts from the University of Washington and a Masters in Art
History from Mills College. Carolyn was gifted with the spirit of creative
adventure. She shared this passion not only through weaving, but as a
teacher, writer, painter, docent, exhibitor, gallery manager and
photographer. Carolyn was a member of ATA and Tapestry Artists of Puget
Sound, whose members fondly remember her creative use of the various
forms of paper that most of us put into the recycling bin, her beautifully
thought out studio and her elegant manner and unique handmade clothing.
Carolyn Price Dyer
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Ibolya Hegyi

-excerpted from an obituary written by Thomas Cronenberg
Ibolya Hegyi passed away in 2016. She was involved with tapestry for over
30 years as a weaver, academic and organizer. A native of Budapest, she
studied tapestry art at the University of Applied Arts Budapest. Hegyi told
the website textilecurator.com: “For me tapestry is an interaction of concept
and craft, the intellectual and physical part of art. It needs exact planning
and at the same time it gives the delight of elaboration and creativity within
the strict structure of weaving, whose boundaries [instead of limiting me] set
me free.” Her starkly beautiful, perfectly executed work in a reduced colour
palette explored landscape at a pictorial level, but grappled with complex
concepts of time and space on an intellectual level. Hegyi worked closely
with fellow Hungarian tapestry artist Ildikó Dobrányi who was the first
president of the Association of Hungarian Tapestry Artists (MKE). They
initiated the “Kárpit” international tapestry exhibitions at the Museum of
Fine Arts in Budapest. After working as a full-time tapestry weaver for many
years, Hegyi went back to university to study art theory and received a
doctoral degree from MOME in 2008.
Ibolya Hegyi, “Shape of Time.”

Joanne Sanburg
by Mary Lane

Joanne Sanburg passed away in June of 2016. Joanne was a member of
ATA and Tapestry Artists of Puget Sound (TAPS). TAPS members
remember Joanne’s fun loving nature, her delicious contributions to
potlucks, her always excellent book recommendations, her family stories
and of course, her witty portraits of women that incorporated unusual fibers,
notions and anything that served her purpose, including plastic chickens,
county fair ribbons and a mink pelt. You can see her portrait gallery here:
http://tapestryartists.org/607-2/

Joanne Sanburg, “Gina.”
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Important Dates
September 25, 2016

American Tapestry Biennial 11 closes at South Bend Museum of Art.

November 6-8, 2015

SOFA Chicago 2015. ATA will be in the Partner Pavilion, Join us!

November 1, 2016

American Tapestry Biennial 11 opens at Mulvane Art Museum.

December 24, 2016

American Tapestry Biennial 11 closes at Mulvane Art Museum.

January 21, 2017

American Tapestry Biennial 11 opens at San Jose Museum of Quilts and Textiles.

January 29, 2017
American Tapestry Biennial 11 opening at San Jose Museum of Quilts and Textiles.
			Contemplating the Sublime: 21st Century Tapestry
							
Join us for a day of talks and a panel discussion.
February 1, 2017
Painter/Brown Scholarship Fund deadline. Information.
April 15, 2017 		

ATA International Student Award deadline. Information.

April 16, 2017 		

American Tapestry Biennial 11 closes at San Jose Museum of Quilts and Textiles.

August 15, 2017

Small Tapestry International 5 opens at the University of North Texas.

September 30, 2017

Small Tapestry International 5 closes at the University of North Texas.

Halcyon Yarn

halcyonyarn.com ~ 800.341.0282 ~ 12 School St. Bath, Maine
Great service, excellent
Have you
selection, and quality
received your
supplies for weavers!
free Halcyon
q

❖

ow

Re

ue

!

Yarn catalog?
s t yo ur s n

We stock a huge inventory
of silks, wools, Pearl
Cottons, and durable warps.
Plus many weaving yarns
are available in convenient,
economical mini-cones and
sample cards are available to
help you plan projects. Shop
Mirrix, Schacht, Leclerc &
Dovetail looms and tools.

Call, stop by, or shop online
and discover why Halcyon
Yarn has been the weaver’s
friend since 1971!
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Tapestry Topics Themes & Deadlines
Then & Now 								

Deadline: October 1, 2016

This issue will honor ATA’s founders, Jim Brown and Hal Painter, and their legacy in the field of contemporary tapestry
as it has been manifested in the programming of the American Tapestry Alliance. Help us tell this story.
•
Contribute a remembrance of Jim and/or Hal.
•
Tell us some stories from the early days of ATA.
•
Scan your photos or slides of ATA events and send them for inclusion – OR – send the photos or slides to us
and we will scan them for you.
•
Let us know what other good ideas you have for this issue.
Please email Theme Coordinator, Phoebe McAfee, to let us know what you would like to contribute to this issue.
phoebemc44@comcast.net

Studio Tips								

Deadline: January 15, 2016

Share your tips for setting up a studio – shelving, lighting, flooring, chairs, yarn storage, necessary work spaces,
setting up a studio space in a room with multiple functions. Share photos of your studio. All approaches are welcome –
from the tiny to the spacious. How do you create a space that makes you want to sit down and weave?
Please email Theme Coordinator, Kathe Todd-Hooker, to let us know what you would like to contribute to this issue.
spider472@comcast.net

Call for Theme Coordinators
Do you have an idea for a theme? Would you like to be a Theme Coordinator?
Email: newsletter@americantapestryalliance.org

Tapestry Topics Committee
Editor
Copy Editor
Layout
Proofreader
Web preparation
Mailing

Leslie Munro
Robbie LaFleur
Colin Roe Ledbetter
Katzy Luhring
Mary Lane
Ruth Manning
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The Back Page
The artists in Beyond Craft: The Art Fabric (1973) by Mildred Constantine and Jack
Lenor Lawson, such as Sheila Hicks, Magdalena Abakanowicz, Tadek Beutlich, and
Olga de Amaral, have been an important influence for several weavers in this issue.

Olga de Amaral, “Entrelazado en naranja y gris,” 200 cm x 80
cm, 1969. Photo: AmaralArte. Wool, cotton and linen..
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